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The Story of Jo



Every day, Jo went to school feeling happy,
looking forward to seeing her friends and
learning new things.







I hope my
cat is

Okay...



As she got home, Jo shouted her cat’s
name as loudly as she could. She could not see
Shadow anywhere. Her mum was at home and
had no idea why Jo was so upset.



Thankfully her cat was okay. He heard Jo’s voice

meow

and jumped back into the house through the window.
Jo saw her beloved cat and ran to hug him. She felt so
relieved and happy.
Unfortunately, Jo’s problems were about to start.







The therapist met with Jo’s parents first, and then with Jo too. When
they all met together in the therapist’s office, he explained 
that our brain is like a very special recording machine that keeps
track of everything we do and see, as well as how we feel at the time
when something good or bad happens. Jo was very interested in this,
since she liked to read about how the brain works. 



The therapist explained that sometimes when something
very bad happens, the brain is taken by surprise and can’t
cope well, so it keeps reminding us that it needs help to feel
okay again. “In these cases, you may feel sad or nervous for 
a while, and this is normal” he said, looking at Jo. He asked
“Would you like to help your brain to feel good again?” Jo
said “YES, I would!”



okay again,” he said.





The therapist then asked Jo to hold two tiny vibrating
plastic blocks, one in each hand. While she held them,
he asked her to think about the upsetting memory she
drew earlier, and let her mind wander freely wherever it
wanted to go. Jo did this a few times and the more she 
did it, the less bothered she felt about the memory.







I hope you liked “The Story of Jo” 

EMDR is very effective in helping children to resolve problems
like the one Jo struggled with and many others.
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